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Fig. 1 Wholebody dose equivalent in a bare seated TEP per 

unit l/μ-fluence， or flux-to-dose (FTD) value. Dashed 
curve is FTD/E. 

tom of 30 cm diameter and 60 cm height (18). For this work 

a block-shaped phantom of thickness=width=30 cm and 

height=60 cm is used. The main advantage is that-once 
axial symmetry is lost-this 'squared off' version divides 

more readily into volume bins which take advantage of the 

other symmetries exhibited in the more interesting beam-

phantom geometries. This facilitates calculating maxi-

mum and whole body dose simultaneously. It also cor-
responds better to the 30 cm thick， transversely infiniteヲ

phantom used in the broad beam limit. When simulating 

a real situation the v.-beams would be spread-out due to 

decay angles and divergence of the muon beam-though 

typically insu伍cientto approximate a beam which uni-

formly covers the phantom. However， both pencil beams 
and planar beams may serve as worst-case-scenarios since 

centrally incident beams on a phantom (embedded or not) 

wi11 necessarily produce a higher maximum and whole 

body dose than spread-out beams. This will provide an 

interesting comparison with equilibrium dose under the 
same circumstances. Note thatうfora disk-like beam whole 

body dose depends on orientation. For exampleうthephan-

tom intercepts twice as many v.'s in a prone (disk inter-

cepts mid-phantom along the 60-cm dimension) vs seated 

position (disk cuts along the 30-cm dimension). In a 
bare phantom this might result in about twice the whole-

body dose (not exactly because leakage of lノーgeneratedcas-
cades depends on orientation). For embedded phantoms， 
a somewhat larger fraction of the cascades initiated up-

stream enters the phantom when in seated position. An 

interesting and easy-to-define case is where the v-beam-

more precisely the center of the beam-is swept evenly 

across the phantom to simulate (sti11 conservatively) time 
averagmg. 

IV. Neutrino Beams 

Although monoenergetic neutrino beams as such have 

no practical bearing on radiation problems connected with 
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Fig. 2 Total wholebody dose in a bare seated TEP (non-
equilibrium) and in one embedded in infinite soil 

(equilibrium)問問凶rinoenergy for broad (solid) and 
pencil (dashed)円 -beams.

any contemplated facilities， it is a good starting place to 

gain some insight into these problems. Figure 1 shows 

a wholebody dose equivalent as a function of energy for 

avμ broαd beams incident on a bare seated TEPヲi.e.ヲone
suspended in vacuum (non-equilibrium ca削.The whole-
body dose is about a factor of two lower than the maximum 
dose calculated in (4， 5) under the same conditions. 

Calculations show that七heequilibrium dose is practi-

cally achieved after some 3-4 m of soil at all energies of 
interest here. Such a wall is thus equivalent to all walls 

of equal or greater thickness and may hence be referred 
to as a 'thick' wall. Figure 2 presents a wholebody dose 

equivalent versus V.μ-energy for broad and pencil beams 
incident on a bare TEP in seated (or prone， which is equiv-
alent here) position as well as on a TEP in equilibrium with 
the surrounding soil. Instead of providing shieldingヲ the
presence of soil upstream enhances the dose by a factor 

of "，1000 in the TeV region as compared to the bare TEP. 

One sees that there is practically no difference between 
broad and pencil beams in this case. 

The E2-behavior， strictly observed by the equilibrium 
dose， is al日ofollowed closely by the MARS results. Devi-
ations are most likely due to more detailed evaluation of 

the quality factor in MARS-versus a constant factor of two 
in (5). The energy dependence of the di紅erencesupports 

this: at low energy a larger fraction of the dose is delivered 
by (high quality factor) low energy nel巾 onswhereas at 
high energy the electromagnetic component (with quality 

factor essentially unity) dominates 
Figure 3 shows wholebody dose equivalent in a TEP 

located immediately downstream of a thick wall of various 

compositions for a broad ηbeam parallel to the long 
(60 cm) axis of the phantom (αxzα1 geometry). One sees 
that the dose after thick medium and high-Z shielding is 
up to a factor of ten higher than that for a low-Z shielding 

at low neutrino energies， while the values converge in the 
TeV energy range. 









Other mitigation proposa1s most1y center around an 
'alternative' site: an is1and or a mountain (of the right 
size and shape) which wou1d permit the ν's to pass古arm-
1ess1y above the surroundings' (3). Ana1ysis of such pro-
posa1s best awaits nomination of a specific site. Quite 
possib1yう onetrades in the radiation prob1em for a di狂er副

ent set of prob1ems whichヲ inthe end， may be even 1ess 
manageab1e. It is a1so not clear-as remarked upon in 
connection with underground doses-whether such pro-
posa1s will withstand regu1atory scrutiny. 

VII. Concluding Remarks 

Minimizing off-site neutrino radiation is one of the main 
challenges to the design and civi1 engineering aspects of 
a high-energy muon collider or storage ring. The new1y 
updated MARS provides a va1uab1e too1 to calcu1ate the 
extent of the prob1em and study proposed mitigations 
Resu1ts presented here show how dose depends strong1y 
on muon energy and on the geometry between source and 
TEP. While pertaining to rather idealized situations， they 
shou1d nonethe1ess be usefu1 for assessing radiation prob-
1ems associated wi出 morespecific designs and scenarios 
for muon colliders and storage rings. More detai1ed an噌

swers may be obtained by programming specific geome-
tries and μ-beam characteristics into MARS. In particu-
1ar， v-radiation aspects of a collider in the TeV regime 
present a strong challenge with beam wobbling ho1ding 
perhaps the most promise to significant1y alleviate the 
prob1em. However， the rea1ization of a high energy co1-
lider lies well into the future and this may a1so mean that 

improved techniques of beam cooling and steering allow 
the same or better 1uminosity to be reached with much 
lower currents一一andmuch 10wer v-radiation. 

The regu1atory question which arises so frequently as 
to whether one is free to deliver an over-the-limit dose 
deep underground or high Up in the air eventually must 
be addressed within the 1ega1 framework of the community 
where the device is to be 10cated. If the answer is nega-
tiveう someregu1atory re1ief-or interpretation of existing 
ru1es as applied to neutrinos-may well be necessary to 
proceed with a muon collider， given the realities of acce1-
erator techno1ogyぅbudgetsand siting options. Calculating 
whole司 bodydose assuming a lノー自uenceeven1y di日tributed

over the phantom， as discussed in Sec. III， is one examp1e 
of how an interpretation specific to neutrino induced dose 
might be introduced. In discussing muon storage rings and 
colliders， resu1ts are presented in terms of maximum dose 
equiva1ent. As mentioned in Sec. IV， who1ebody doses 
are about a factor of two lower with 1ittle dependence on 

neutrino energy， geometryう orcomposition of interposed 
material. Since meeting regu1atory limits appears to be 
a challenge in some instancesう sucha seeming1y modest 
factor might significant1y reduce costs associated with ra-
diation safety. Another example of regu1atory relief might 
be to allow higher dose limits for 
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on strict grounds that it wi1l harm no one. For this， the 
present program can be expected to provide a firm basis. 

Future revisions of the MARS code may need to include 
neutrino oscillations and the 1ike into the calculation 
which 1ike1y entai1s a third set of cross sections for T-

neutrinos. At this date there is insu伍cientknow1edge 
about oscillations to do so meaningfully. ButぅquitepOS-
sib1y， they may yet p1ay a significant ro1e in 'neutrino ra-
diation safety¥ 
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